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kBSTRAT 

bcperimental differential cross sections.from data on the reac-

tion (p -, (t)L 	at beam momenta of 2.7, 3. 0 , 3.2, 3 -.9, and 4.2 

GeV/c have been extrapolated to the one-pion-exchange pole to ob-

tain the tit elastic scattering cross section. An attempt is made 

to correct for background due to kinematic overlap with the com-

peting OPE process it p -, p ( r p). Analyses done independently 

on the .data in two beam momentum groupings at "3.0  and 	GeV/c 

give consistent results of a roughly constant 7 - 11 mb cross sec- 

tion for it 	- itt Over the dipion mass range 450 - 750 MeV. Our 

resuJts are compared with available results from other analyses and. 

with several theoretical predictions for the T = 2 s-wave phase shift 

2 60 . 

In this note we present a determination of the it( elastic scatter-

ing cross section by means of a modified Chew-Low 1  extrapolation to the 

pion-exhange pole in the reaction 

- ++ 
it p - (itit )L 	(1238) 	. 	 ( 1) 
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It is thereby assumed that the process depicted in Fig. 1(a) (referred 

to hereafter as process A) plays a significant role in the overall reac-

.tlon. 21,941 events of the type 

---F 
	

(2) 

with beam momenta from 2.7 to 4.2 GeV/c have been used in the analysis. 

The data were separated into two sets: 10,773 events at 2 . 72 ,  3•03, 3.24 

GeV/c (referred to hereafter as the 3 GeV/c data) and 11,168 events at 

3•95 and 4.2 GeV/c (referred to hereafter as the 4 GeV/c data). Similar 

investigations were independently performed on each set. 

The peripheral sample of data corresponding to reaction (1) is ob-

tamed by applying the simultaneous cuts: 

<0.75 GeV 

1.12 < M 	<1.34  GeV 	 (3) 

t 	<0.5 GeV2  

where t is the square of the momentum transfer from the target proton 

to the outgoing itp system (we take t to be positive in the physical re-. 

gion) and the m(M) denote the it
- 
 it
- 
 ( It

+  p) invariant masses. We restrict 

the discussion henceforth to those events which satisfy the restrictions 

of Eqs. (3), 1334  at  3 GeV/c and 978 at 4 GeV/c. The differential distri-, 

butions d/dm, da/d1vIand d/dt are presented separately f or the 3 and 4 

GeV/c data in Figs. 2(a) - 2(f). The smooth curves drawn through the 

data in Fig. 2 are the results of a one-plan-exchange-model calculation 

described below which includes the effect of background due to the pro-

cess shown in Fig. 1(b) (referred to hereafter as Process B). 

The experimental dci/dt for reaction (1) have been extrapolated to 
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the one-pion-exchange pole for four different 7C7r mass regions at each 

p 	 beam momentum following the procedure of Ma et al. 	This procedure 

differs from the traditional Chew-Low proôedure in that (da/dt) 	is 

normalized to the pole equation7  modified by a form factor F(m,M, t) 

dt 	3 2 2 	
m2 

dmdl 	
q(m)a(m) 	

Q(M)a(M) F(m,M,t) (+) 
iT mPL (t+i ) 	(nc). 

instead of to the pole equation alone. In Eq. (Ii.) t(m.) are the pion 

(proton) rest masses, PLIS the laboratory beam momentum, and q(Q) are 

the magnitudes of the momenta in the T1c(p) rest frames. The a func-

tions are the on-mass-shell vertex elastic scattering cross sections. 

All quantities have the units GeV or mb, except F which is dimensionless. 

The form factor, F, can be any smooth function which reduces to unity 

at the plon-exchange pole. We use the phenomenological Durr-Pilhuhn 8 

(referred to hereafter as DP) or Benecke-D6r 9  factors which have been 

shown 10,11,12to approximately summarize experimental Chew-Low distribu-

tions for strong-interaction reactions of the classes Xp - Xit+n and 

Xp - Xr '  over a large range of beam momenta. The usefulness of this 

procedure lies in the fact that the complexity of the t-dependence of the 

function to be extrapolated is minimized, thereby decreasing the order of 

the polynomial necessary to fit the experimental points. 

The function which we extrapolate to the pole for each specified m 

interval is 

(dci/dt)exp. 	
(5) 

(da/dt)DPQPE 

where ( da/dt)DPOPE is (4) after integration over m and M. The on-shell 

cross section a is set equal to 1 mb in calculating the denominator, 



so that at the pole aon  shell 	• A polynomial in t is then fit to the 

experimental "a" points. If (da/dt)DPOPE had precisely the same t depen-

dence as (da/dt) 
exp.  then "a" would be independent of t. Thus the pre-

sence of linear or higher terms in the polynomial fit allows for departures 

of (da/dt)DPOPE from (dci/dt) 	. The DP factors used in calculatIng 

(da/dt)DPOPE have the form (see Ref. 10 or II) 

F(in, M t) - 
2.3_ L2,1 % 

- 	t  j Q 	l+1ôQ 

2 	2 
	

r(M+m ) 2+t 1 
I 	I 
L(M-) -i j 
	6 

where Qt  is the momentuin of the incoming target proton in the 	rest 

frame. No correction is made to the JT1( vertex factor. This last assump-

tion.(valid according to DP for s-wave vertices) is in disagreement with 

expectedoff-shell effects near threshold.16 By allowing " a "  to depend 

on t in the extrapolation fits, any objections to the use of this form 

factor near threshold are satisfied. See further comments on this point 

below. 

The experimental "ci" values given by Eq. (5) are shom as the solid 

dots in Figs. 3(a) - 3(d) and FIgs. 3(e) - 3(h) for four different di-pion 

mass ranges in the 3 and 1+ GeV/c data, respectively. The linear extrapola-

tion function "a" = a + bt, shown as the solid lines in Fig. 3 has been 

fit to the data points in each case. The resulting confidence levels, 

and the best fit values for a and b as well as the extrapolated on-shell 

cross sections (a3 	) are presented in Table I. All of the fits are on-shell 

seen to yield acceptable confidence levels. Also given in Table I are the 

T = 2 s-wave irir phase shifts13  (e) obtained from 

cion shell = 8 g IN2  sin2  8 
	

(7) 

I 

in which it is assumed that only the s-wave contribution is significant 

form < 0.75 GeV. In Eq. (7) the quantity 	is calculated at the central 
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value of the itit mass bin Since the results at both beam momenta are 

similar, the average cross sections for each di-pion mass raiige are also 

presented in Table I. 

We turn now to the subject of background 1  from process B and its 

effects upon the pole extrapolation. For events satisfying the cuts (3), 

we display inFig. 14  the differential distributions of da/Um1_+,  dovI/d_ 

and da/dt_ for each beam momentum. Two combinations are plotted for 

each event. The curves drawn through the data in Fig.- are similar to 

those presented inFig. 2 and are discussed below. The strong peripheral 

p0 (765) component which is observed in Figs. L(a) and l(d) constitutes 

evidence for the process B [see Fig. 1(b)]. With the use of the DP-OPE 

, 	 , description of this process, which has been demonstrated 	to sum- 

marize rather well the Chew-Low distributions Of available processes of 

this type, we attempt to subtract this background contribution and redo 

the pole extrapolation analysis described above. 

Assuming only it exchange and neglecting interference terms between 

the competing processes, the background contribution to a (do/dt) point 

is given by cB/At where  OB  is the cross section contribution from pro-

cess B.subject to the cuts on m, M, and t, specified in Eq. (3). The 

width Lt is the width of the t bin in question. The calculation of 

is discussed in a brief appendix to this paper. The function which is 

extrapolated to the pole for each specified m interval is, therefore, 

(d/dt ) çp• - B/t 	
8 

= 	(da/dt DP-OPE 
	

( 

As before a(m) is set equal to 1 mb in calculating the denominator so 

that at the pole c 	= tttt 

on-shell 
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The experimental"" points, calculated using Eq (8)are displayed 

in Fig. 3as the open circle points. The dashed lines and the open-circle 

- 	
extrapolated cross sections at t = -i2  are the results of fits of 	= a + bt 

to these points. The parameters and cross section results are presented 

in Table II. The cross sections in the mass range 440 - 750 MeV are seen 

to have a more or less consistent value of 7 - 11 mb. 
1-5  

The results in Table II indicate that large positive b coefficients 

are still required in the 4 GeV/c data for dipion mass m < 0.55 GeV. If 

we assume that the background subtraction has.been properly done and that 

interference effects are insignificant, the necessity for the non-zero b 

parameters in the fits to the background subtracted tta vs. t points in 

this mass range indicate that DP-OPE is a poor approximation to the t- 

distribution for irit masses just above threshold, as suggested by Lovelace.16 

As a means of illustrating the degree of overall fit quality of a 

strict DP-OPE model to the data (which we stress is not assumed in the 

actual extrapolations, where we permit the linear coefficient b to be 

non-zero), we show in Figs. 2 and 11  curves calculated assuming an incoher-

ent sum of Processes A and B. The contribution for Process A is assumed 

given by Eqs.(iI-)and(6)with a(m) = 10 mb for m <0.75 GeV. The contribu-

tion from Process B is described in the appendix. The integrated theoreti-

cal cross sections [for process A + Process B subject to the same experi-

mental cuts (3)1 of 0.21 mb and 0.15 tub for the 3 and l- GeV/c data are 

to be compared with the experimental values of (0.24 ± 0.01) mb and 

(0.17 ± 0.01) tub, respectively. The integrated theoretical cross sections 

from Process A account for 55% and  59% of the total, respectively, at 

the two momenta. The curves describe the data rather well in Figs. 2 and 4, 
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especially in the m and t distributions, however the position of the 

/±+(1238) is shifted to lower mass in the data and the curve does not 

0 	 - 

adequately reproduce the data in the (1238) region of the 7t p mass 

spectrum of the.3 GeV/c data. 

In conclusion we canpare our results for aon-she1l  with previous 

12,17-20 
determinations.. 	Figure 5 shows most available values.. The dashed :  

error bars in Fig. 5 represent the uncertainties in the smooth curve at 

the ir7c mass value in question. In those cases in which only .  6was given 

(e.g. Baton et al.17),Crnhell was calculated using Eq. (7). Similarly 

we present in Fig. 6 the set of related 6 values as well as the predic-

tion (dashed curve) of Arnowitt21  from current algebra and the predic-

tion (solid curve) of Wagner 22  who utilized a unitarized. Veneziano 

formula. While our results are in good agreement with theoretical expecta-

tions, the rather large divergence of available experimental results sug-

gests that unknown systematic uncertainties exist in many determinations. 

A high statistics electronics experiment on the more background-free 

-~ itir+n reaction at higher beam momentum should permit a more 

reliable, determination of 5 and of the as yet unknOwn contributions of 

d-wave and higher angular momentum states. 

C 

S 
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A.PPET'IDIX 

The calculation of the curves shown in Figs. 2 and 4 was performed 

with a Monte-Carlo program. 23  The integrations were taken over the full 

kinematic range of variables subject to the cuts of Eq.. (3). In order to 

calculate the reflection of Process B on the histograms relevant to Process 

A, and vice. versa, it is necessary to include information about the angular 

distribution in each vertex center-of-mass. In all cases this was approxi-

mated by the on-shell angular distribution.2 The sr-proton angular distri-

butions were calculated from the CN phase shift analysis25  and the irit 

angular distributions reconstructed from the phase shift analysis of 

Malamud and Schlein26  (the results are insensitive to the choice of solu- 

tion) for m < 1 GeV and for m > 1 GeV from Wolf. 12  The DLrr-Pi1kuirn cor-

rection at the tp vertices are identical to. those used by Colton et al. 27 . 

in an analysis of pp (pg in which it was demonstrated that these 

corrections are unnecessary for M ? 1.6 GeV. 
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Table I. Results of fits of the experimental solid 	points shom in 
Fig. 2 to the assumed forms "' = a + bt. 

itt 	Mass Range (GeV) 

Data set Fit quantities 0.28_0.114 0.44_0.55 0.55-0.65 0.65-0.75 

Con. iev.(%) 84 45 95 78 

3GeV/c a (mb) 3.± 2.0 6.6± 1.8 9.7± 1.9 11.9± 2.1 

b (mb/GeV2 ) 231.1±33.2 128.2±19.7 63.1±13.7  29.9±12.1 

-1.1± 2.5 4.1± 2.2 8.4± 2.1 11.5± 2. 

e 	(Deg.) 0a -7.7± 2.0 1.8 -20.2± 2.1 

Con. iev.(%) 17 71 85 29 

a (mb) .6± 2.6 6.5±2.0 10.7± 1.8 7.0± 1.8 

b (mb/GeV2 ) 279. 1 ±1 5.1 ]1695±2) c0 55.2±11 .4 58.9±11 .1 

Cr extra m -0 .9± 3.4 3.2± 2.3 9.6± 2.0 5.9± 2.1 

o 	(Deg.) 0a -6.7± 2. -15.3± 1.7 1.5± 2.6 

Average ' 
va1ue 
ofthe 
2 sets Con. lev.(%) 50 58 89 53 

a (mb) 3.8± 1.6 6.55± 1.3  10.2± 1.3 9.1± 1.4 

b (mb/GeV2 ) 248.5±26.8 111.5.0±15.2 59.5± 9.9 4 • 3± 9.2 

cr extrap(m -1.0± 2.0 3.7± 1.6 9.0± 1. 8.± 1.5 ,  

5 	(Deg.) 0a -7.3± 1.5 -1.8± 1.2 -18.0± 1.6 

a. 	Since aextrap cc.. Sin2 5 'and a extrap  as less than zero the phase 

shift has been set to zero. 

RM 
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Table II. Results of fits of the experimental open circle "a" points 
shown in Fig. 2 to the assumed form "a" = .a + bt. 

itt 	Mass iange (GeV) 
* 

Data set Fit q,uantittes 0.28-0. O.414O.55 0.55-0.65 0.65-0.75 

Con. lev.(%) 80 40 72 91 

3 GeV/c a (mb) '-)I.± 	.4 ?.9±1 9 10 11.± 1 9 10 9± 2.1 

b (mb/GeV2 ) 97 5±36  7 27 0±20 5 13 5±11k 0 0 1 ±l2 3 

a 	(tub) extrap 
-07±30 81±22 101±21 109±23 

(Deg ) 0a 
-11 0± 1 . 5 -15 7± 1 .7 -19 9± 2.2 

Con 	lev.(%) 2 6 29 18 

GeV/c a(mb) 51±27 72±2.0 109±19 61±20 

b (mb/GeV2 ) 155.3± 1 7.1 91.0±24.6 -5.9±15. 0  29.3±15. 0  

aextrap(m 21±35 5±24 111±21 55±22 

8(Deg.) -33±28 -8 7± 1 9-16 5±1 6 -1o±29 

Average Con. lev.(%) 41 .  52.5 505 54.5 
value 	... . 
of the a (nib) 2.9± 1.8 8.1± 1.4 10.7± i.14 8.4± 1.14 
2 sets 

b (mb/Ge112 ) 119.5±29.0 53. 2±15.7 1 .5±l0.2 12.1± 9.5 

a ext rap (tub) 
0.5± 2.3 7.0± 1.6. 10.6± 1.5 8.1± 1.6 

6 	(Deg.) -1.3± 2.3 -10.1± 1.2 -16.1± 1.2 -17.8± 1.8 

a. 	Since a Sin2 62  and a 	<0 the pbase shift has .extrap 	0 	extrap been set 

to zero. . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The reactions considered in this paper, A is the one we attempt 

to isolate in order to study irc elastic scattering. ProcessB, 

which is the dominant mode of p g p production at the beam 

momenta considered here, is a background source for the study 

of process A. 

Fig. 2. Experimental differential cross sections: (a) d.ci/dm where m is 

mass; (b) ckr/dM where M is itp mass; (c) dojdt where t is 

the momentum transfer to the v p system for the data at 3 GeV/c. 

(d) - (f) are the same for the data at 4 GeV/c. The smooth 

curves drawn are the predictions of the strict Drr-Pi1kuim OPE 

model described in the text. 

Fig. 3. Hbcperimental "c?' values plotted asa function of t. The solid 

data points are calculated using Eq. (5) whereas the open circle 

data points are c orrected for background with the use of, Eq. (8) as de- 

scribed in the text. The solid and dashed lines represent the 

best fits of the linear expression "o" = a + bt to the data. 

The extrapolated cross sections at the left side of each plot 

are the values of this best fit function at t = 

Fig. 4. Experimental differential cross sections for events satisfying 

the selection criteria defined in Eq. (3) for the data at 3 GeV/c: 

(a) d/dm_, (b) dY/dN_ 	(c) dY/dt. (d) - (f) are the 

same for the 4 GeV/c data. Two combinations are plotted for 

each event. The smooth curves are the predictions of 

the strict Drr-Pi1kuhn OPE model described in the text. 
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Fig. . Comparison between aon shell determined in this analysis with 

(open-circle points) and without (solid dots) the background 

subtraction procedure described in the text and other published 

values. The solid curve is from Reference 12 and the symbols 

Q ,ç, and * refer to data from References 17-20, respectively 

.2 
In those cases where E5 values only are published (References 17, 

20) the corresponding cross sections are derived using Eq. . ( 7) in 

the text. 

Fig. 6. Comparison between 6 determined in this analysis with (open-circle 

polnts).and without (solid dots) the background subtraction proce-

dure described in the text, and other published values. The 

dashed and solid curves are theoretical predictions from References 

21.and 22, respectively. The symbols 	, 0 , 	, and Ab, refer to 

data from References 17-20, respectively. In the case where only 

on-she11 values are published (Reference 19)  the corresponding 

phase shifts are derived using Eq. (7) in the text. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

Makes any warranty or representation, epressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa-
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any in formation, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in-
fringe privately owned rights; or 
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro-
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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